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I. INTRODUCTION 
The measurement of the specific heats of solid and liquid 
substances is one of the very old "arts" of the physical 
sciences. With the aid of calorimetric and thermal analysis 
methods, such measurements have been carried out over an 
extremely wide temperature range: from about 10" °K to about 
2000°K. Furthermore, accuracies of better than 0.5 per cent 
have been obtained throughout a large part of this temperature 
range. 
The comparison of measured specific heats with theories 
has given much useful information; for example the rotational 
and vibrational specific heats of polyatomic molecules and 
the specific heats of nonmetallic crystals are in good agree­
ment with the appropriate theories. Somewhat poorer quanti­
tative agreement between experiment and theory is generally 
found for the specific heat contributions in metals ; for 
example the order-disorder phenomena which occur in binary 
alloys and in ferro- and antiferromagnets give rise to con­
tributions which have been calculated only qualitatively. 
Another feature which lacks explanation today is the apparent 
discrepancy between the high and low temperature electronic 
contributions to the specific heats of transition metals. 
These problems may well arise from the interactions between 
the electrons and the lattice in metals ; such interactions 
are neglected in the "simple" theories since their introduc­
2 
tion greatly complicates the mathematical computations. 
It is the purpose of this paper to present the results 
of measurements of the specific heat and the electrical con­
ductivity of thorium from room temperature to 1000°C, and to 
analyze these results in terms of the simple theories. This 
analysis leads naturally to a qualitative three-band model 
for the distribution of the electronic states in a-thorium. 
The cx -allotrope is face centered cubic and is stable at 
temperatures up to 1450°C; above this temperature, thorium 
is body centered cubic. The Hall coefficient, the high-
temperature electrical resistance, the Seebeck coefficient, 
and the paramagnetic susceptibility are then discussed ac­
cording to this model. 
Some remarks are made concerning the extension of this 
band scheme to include the next two actinide metals, prot­
actinium and uranium. 
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II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE AND RESULTS 
A. Apparatus and Procedure 
The specific heat of crystal bar thorium was measured 
from room temperature to 1000°C by an electrical pulse-heating 
method. This method has been developed recently and tested 
thoroughly on high-purity iron. Since a detailed description 
of the experiment has been given elsewhere (l), a brief out­
line will be sufficient here. 
The sample was prepared in the form of a wire with di­
ameter of the order of ten mils. A piece of the wire about 
five cm long was mounted in a sample holder by connecting 
each end to a copper block or electrode. The sample holder 
was designed to support these electrodes in the hot zone of 
a vacuum furnace and also to bring electrical leads from the 
electrodes out of the vacuum system. The leads were con­
nected into the "unknown" position of a calibrated Kelvin 
bridge. A calibrated platinum to platinum - 13 per cent 
rhodium thermocouple was attached to one of the copper blocks 
and served to measure the sample temperature. 
The sample was annealed at 1000°C for at least one hour 
under a pressure of less than 10~^ mm of mercury. The furnace 
was then cooled to room temperature at a rate of about 40°C 
per hour; during this time the resistance and temperature of 
the sample were measured at about intervals. At about 
If 
100°C intervals, the sample was pulsed in order to collect 
specific heat data over a 200°C temperature range. 
A pulse was accomplished by connecting a six-volt bat­
tery to the battery terminals of the Kelvin bridge for about 
30 milliseconds. During this time the sample wire was heated 
by the large current (of the order of 10 amps) which passed 
through it, but other parts of the circuit were not heated 
appreciably. As the temperature of the sample increased 
during the pulse, its resistance increased and the bridge 
became unbalanced. The unbalance voltage of the bridge as 
a function of time throughout the pulse was recorded photo­
graphically from the face of a calibrated oscilloscope. 
The specific heat was calculated throughout each pulse 
from the ratio of the power delivered to the sample to the 
time rate of change of the sample temperature. The power 
delivered was (a) the electrical power dissipated in the 
sample, calculated from unbalanced Kelvin bridge equations, 
minus (b) the rate at which heat was lost from the sample by 
conduction through the wire ends and radiation from the wire 
surface, calculated with the aid of theoretical expressions 
obtained by integrating the heat flow equation for the wire. 
The time rate of change of the sample temperature was ob­
tained by first converting the sample resistance to tempera­
ture with the aid of the measured resistance as a function 
of temperature, and then differentiating the sample tempera­
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ture with respect to time throughout each pulse. Most of the 
specific heat computations were carried out with the aid of 
an I.B.M. 650 computer. 
B. Preparation of Thorium 
Iodide thorium was prepared in this laboratory by the 
de Boer - van Arkel process (2). This method of preparation 
gave crystal bars of very high purity thorium. In order to 
fabricate samples for specific heat measurements, a crystal 
bar was arc melted into a "button", the button was cut into 
strips, and the strips were swaged into wires. Without an­
nealing, the wires were further reduced to diameters of 10 
to 1*+ mils by drawing (with lubricant) through diamond dies. 
The wires were cleaned with hot nitric acid in which a little 
sodium fluosilicate had been dissolved. This cleaning brought 
out a metallic luster which lasted indefinitely when the 
wires were stored in air. 
Table 1 gives a list of impurities which is representa­
tive of the thorium used in this experiment; the metallic 
impurities were present in amounts only of the order of or 
less than the limit of spectrographic detection. 
The thorium wires could not be mounted in direct contact 
with the copper electrodes of the sample holder, since thorium 
alloys with copper at high temperatures. It was therefore 
necessary to separate the thorium from the copper with strips 
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Table 1. Impurities in Ames thorium3 
Nonmetallics Metallics 
C 75 
0 58.3 
H 3.3 
H 3.5 
Fe <20 Mg < 20 
Mn <20 Si < 50 
A1 ~30 Zr <200 
Be <20 Ni < 20 
Ca ~20 
aImpurities are given in parts per million. 
of platinum or of tantalum. The wires were mounted variously 
by clamping the ends between platinum strips or by spot 
welding the ends to platinum or tantalum strips. 
The room temperature resistivity of thorium is extremely 
sensitive to small amounts of impurities, especially carbon 
(see for example "The Metal Thorium" (2), p. lUl). Values 
greater than 18 >«ohm cm have been commonly reported, but 
the lowest measured value is 12.2 yuohm cm at 23°C. (ibid, 
p. 155). The thorium wires which were used in the present 
investigation were found to have a resistivity of 17.4 M ohm 
cm at 25°C before annealing. The lowest value obtained after 
annealing was about 16.9 ohm cm at 25°C. 
The curve of the resistance as a function of temperature 
was reproducible during heating and cooling cycles of the 
furnace. The apparent resistivity as a function of tempera­
ture was calculated from the measured resistance as a func­
C. Results 
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tion of temperature and the room temperature dimensions. 
Because of the difficulty of measuring the cross-sectional 
areas of the fine wires, the accuracy of the resistivity is 
placed at 1 per cent. These data are listed in Table 2. 
For each sample, the complete set of specific heat data 
points (about 25 points for each of 10 pulses or 250 points 
in all) was plotted as a function of temperature, and a smooth 
Table 2. Electrical resistivity and specific heat of thorium 
as functions of temperature 
Temperature Apparent Specific 
resistivity heat 
(°C) ( M ohm cm) (cal/mole dee) 
25 16.95 6.56 
50 18.45 6.63 
100 21.45 6.75 
150 24.40 6.87 
200 27-35 6.99 
250 30.30 7.12 
300 33.20 7.24 
350 36.10 7.36 
400 38.85 7.49 
450 41.60 7.61 
500 44.20 7.73 
550 46.75 7.85 
600 49.20 7.99 
650 51.55 8.13 
700 53.80 8.28 
750 55.95 8.44 
800 58.05 8.62 
850 60.05 8.81 
900 62.00 9.02 
950 63.90 9.26 
1000 65.75 9.54 
8 
curve was fitted graphically to the points. The final results 
for four samples showed minor discrepancies and these were 
again smoothed graphically. The results, listed in Table 2, 
are accurate to within an error of 2 per cent over the.entire 
temperature range. 
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III. INTERPRETATION OF SPECIFIC HEAT 
A. "Standard" Specific Heat Contributions 
If the interaction between the lattice and electrons in 
a metal is neglected, the specific heat is given simply by 
the sum of the specific heats of these two systems taken 
separately. This point of view is taken throughout the 
present investigation, and the specific heat of a metal is 
calculated according to the formula 
(1) Cp = cL + cD + cE , 
where Cp is the specific heat at constant pressure, C^ is 
the specific heat of the lattice at constant volume, C^ is 
the specific heat contribution due to the thermal expansion 
of the crystal, and Cg is the specific heat of the electrons 
at constant volume. 
The term C^ is calculated according to the Debye theory. 
The term C^ is calculated from the Gruneisen formula C^ = 
ctGC^T, where * is the temperature coefficient of volume 
expansion, G the Gruneisen constant, and T the absolute 
temperature. The values of <x are taken from a curve fitted 
to the data given in "The Metal Thorium" (2) and the data 
given by Erfling (3). The Gruneisen constant is computed 
at room temperature from the formula G = <x V/x C^, where V 
is the molar volume and k. the isothermal compressibility. 
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With the aid of Bridgman's (4) value of 1.85 (10~^) cm^/dyne 
for X. at 30°C and the room temperature value of 32.4(10~^)/°C 
for d , G is found to be 1.39* 
The term Cg is calculated from the formula Cg = VT as 
a first approximation; a departure from this formula, as 
calculated later, will be termed ACg. The coefficient of 
the electronic specific heat Y and the Debye temperature 
6q are obtained from the results of previous experimental 
work, as discussed below. 
The specific heat of thorium has been measured from 1° 
to 20°K by Smith and Wolcott (5)• They reported a Y-value 
of 11.2 (10-If) cal/mole °K2 from their results over the range 
1° to 4°K. They also found that the value of 9^ decreased 
from 170°K at 4°K to a minimum of 138°K at l4°K and then 
increased as the temperature was further increased. Griffel 
and Skochdopole (6) have measured the specific heat of 
thorium from 18° to 300°K. Clusius and Franzosini (7) have 
analyzed these data in the region 20° to 155°K according to 
the "intermediate temperature" theory of Clusius and Buhler 
P (8), and found a Y"-value of 16.4 (10" ) cal/mole °K . From 
155° to 300°K, however, Clusius and Franzosini found that a 
—4 ? 
Y-value of 19 (10~ ) cal/mole °K and a 9^ of approximately 
155°K gave the best fit to the data of Griffel and Skochdo­
pole. The specific heat of thorium which contained some 6 
per cent thorium oxide has.b?en.measured from 300° to 1200°C 
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by Jaeger and Veenshra (9); however, their results are about 
10 per cent higher than those of the present investigation. 
This discrepancy is probably due to the impurity of the 
samples used by Jaeger and Veenstra. 
Figure 1 shows various theoretical and experimental 
specific heat curves for thorium. The results of the present 
investigation are about 0.4 per cent higher than those of 
Griffel and Skochdopole (6) at room temperature. This 
discrepancy is well within the limits of experimental error 
of the present investigation, and is small enough to be 
neglected for purposes of the analysis of the data. 
Above room temperature the theoretical curves do not 
depend critically upon the choice of 8^, but they are very 
much affected by the value of Y. Since a linear contribution 
to the specific heat might be expected at high temperatures 
as a result of anharmonic terms in the lattice potential (see 
Appendix I, Section B), the large linear contribution for 
thorium is subject to two possible interpretations. In one 
case the linear part may be considered to arise from an 
electronic contribution (equal to 11.2 (10->+) T cal/mole °K) 
plus an "anharmonic" contribution (equal to about 7.8 (lO-^) 
T cal/mole °K). On the other hand, the entire linear part 
may be considered to be due to the electrons. 
In the first case, the "excess specific heat", that is 
the difference between the measured value and the computed 
10 
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curve 4 of Figure 1, could be attributed to a T term which 
might also arise from the anharmonic terms in the lattice 
potential. It does not seem reasonable, however, that lattice 
anharmonic!ties could measurably affect the specific heat 
at temperatures so far below the melting temperature (s 2025 
°K for thorium), since such effects are absent in the specific 
heats of many elements and ionic compounds as reported by 
Fowler (10). The results reported there also seem to indicate 
that it is unlikely that the excess specific heat of thorium 
p 2 
represents an anharmonic T term, although a T term will 
just barely fit within the limits of experimental error of 
2 per cent. 
Furthermore the linear term which represents the dif­
ference between curves 3 and 4 of Figure 1, and also the 
excess specific heat, are both larger than the CD term at 
high temperatures, and so are probably not due to a failure of 
the Gruneisen theory of lattice expansion. Indeed, this 
theory has been found to be quite good in its general applica­
tion (see for example Bijl (11) ). 
For purposes of further discussion, then, a choice of 
y = 19 (10-*) cal/mole "K2 and a surmise that the excess 
specific heat arises from the metallic electrons will be made. 
These electronic specific heat terms, together with the elec­
tronic properties reported by other investigators, will form 
the basis for a proposed band structure for thorium. It is 
14 
understood that a band model can only give a qualitative 
picture of the electronic states. 
B. "Excess" Electronic Specific Heat 
For the temperature dependence of the specific heat of 
the metallic electrons, Stoner (12) has given the expression 
(2) CE= %^R kT N(Ef0) 1+ ^ (kT)2 
to order (kT)^, where N(E) is the density of allowed elec­
tronic states per atom ev (including a factor 2 for spin), 
E^Q is the Fermi energy at absolute zero, R is the gas con­
stant, and k the Boltzmann constant. This equation takes into 
account the shape of the density of states curve, and is ap­
plicable at temperatures for which the curve is given, within 
a few kT of the Fermi energy, by a rapidly converging Taylor 
series about the Fermi energy. The departure of the measured 
specific heat of thorium from the calculated value does in 
fact follow a T^ variation up to 900°K. 
Above 900°K, the excess electronic specific heat increases 
faster than T^, and so Equation 2 is no longer applicable. 
This is to be expected, since at the high temperatures the 
excess part becomes an appreciable fraction of the linear 
part of the electronic specific heat (see Figure l), thus 
indicating that the expansion in Equation 2 no longer con­
verges rapidly. A simple three-band model serves to ac­
15 
count for the excess electronic specific heat, as well as the 
other electronic properties of thorium. 
The proposed band scheme is shown in Figure 2. Two 
bands overlap in the region of the Fermi energy: a broad band 
of small density of states and therefore relatively small 
effective mass, band 1, and a narrow band of large density 
of states and therefore large effective mass, band 2. From 
the first term in Equation 2, it is seen that the total den­
sity of states at the Fermi level is given by the equation 
Ni(Efo) + N2 E^fo^ = 3*^ states/atom ev. 
Since N2»N^, and since band 2 is nearly full, the major 
part of the electronic specific heat can be considered to be 
due to the holes above the Fermi energy in band 2. It will 
be assumed, and verified later, that the degeneracy tempera­
ture T2o [kT2o = (E2o ~ ] is large compared to 1275°K, 
so that the specific heat of the holes in band 2 is"linear 
with temperature up to 1275°K. 
The presence of the excess electronic specific heat 
A Cg implies the existence of a region of large density of 
states at an energy somewhat removed from the Fermi energy. 
For purposes of the present computation, it will be assumed 
The value of 19 (10™^) cal/mole °K2 for Y gives 
Figure 2. Proposed band structure for <X-thorium 
The Fermi energy for thorium is taken 
arbitrarily as the zero of energy. The small 
circles represent points on the density of 
states curves which were determined by the anal­
ysis of experimental data. The numbers in 
bands 1 and 2 indicate numbers of electrons in 
portions of these bands. Band 1 is a conduction 
band with normal electronic mass, band 2 has 
holes of large effective mass, and band 3 has 
no electrons except at high temperatures. The 
extent to which the bands are filled at ab­
solute zero for thorium (four electrons) is 
indicated by shading. The Fermi energy for 
protactinium (five electrons) is shown by the 
line marked (Pa); that for uranium (six 
electrons) is shown by the line marked EfQ 
(U). The total density of states is represented 
by the dashed line 
E  ( e v )  
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that this region is another band, band 3, which lies above 
band 2 and which is empty at absolute zero. If the tempera­
ture is high enough, some electrons will be thermally excited 
into band 3. 
Suppose, then, there are effectively n states per atom 
located near an energy above the Fermi energy. Because 
of the Boltzmann factor, the energy region over which states 
make an important contribution to the specific heat is limited 
to about 2kT. If Ep » kT, the number of electrons which 
will be thermally excited to states at E^ + Ep is ne'^P^^. 
Each electron thus excited will be given thermal energy Ep, 
so the energy of one mole for such a system is 
4Ue = N0nSpe-EP/kI , 
where NQ is Avogadro1 s number. The specific heat due to 
excitations of this sort is thus 
(3) 6Ce = e-VkI . 
E kT2 
To check the validity of this model, a plot of log 
(kT2 ACg/NQ) versus (l/T) can be made. This gives a good 
straight line from 950° to 1250° K as shown in Figure 3. The 
slope of the line gives a value of 0.68 ev for Ep, and the 
intercept gives a value of O.Ul for n. The maximum band 
width compatible with the above model is about 2kT. This band 
width gives the minimum density of states per atom ev at the 
19 
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Figure 3» Plot showing treatment of excess electronic spe­
cific heat, ACg, according to the proposed model 
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energy E^ + E^, according to the equation N(Ef + E ) = n/2kT. 
For T = 1100°K, the value 2.2 is obtained for N(E^. + E^). 
Although this value is used in Figure 2, no great weight can 
be given to it since, in a more refined calculation, the 
result expressed in Equation 3 and also the density of states 
depend on the band shape. 
C. Parameters of the Bands 
If it is assumed that bands 1 and 2 are of standard 
form, the following equations are applicable (see for example 
Wilson (13)): * ^/2 
(4a) Nx (E) = (E - Elo)^ ; 
(Ça) nx = § Nl(Ef0) (Efo - Blo) ; 
(5b) n2 = | N2(Ef0) (E2o - Efo) . 
Here N(E) is the number of allowed states per atom ev if 
is the number of atoms per cup of the crystal, n^ is the 
number of electrons in band 1 and n^ the number of holes in 
band 2, and m^* and n^* are the effective masses of the 
electrons in band 1 and the holes in band 2, respectively. 
Now the measured Hall coefficient suggests that the 
number of electrons in band 1 is 1.7 (see Chapter IV, Section 
21 
A, to follow). If the effective mass ratio for band 1, 
m^*/m, is taken arbitrarily to be one, Equations 4a and 5a 
can be solved, giving N^(E^) =0.5 states/atom ev and 
(Efo - E1q) = 5.1 ev. 
The total density of states at the Fermi energy has 
already been calculated (see Section B above) and found to 
be 3.4 states/atom ev. Thus N2(Efo) = 3,4 - = 2.9 states/ 
atom ev. Nov the most reliable estimate of (E^ - Efo) is 
believed to be 0.68 ev, obtained from the measured Seebeck 
coefficient (see Chapter IV, Section C, to follow). With 
this, Equation 5b can be solved for n2, giving the value 1.3» 
The effective mass ratio for the holes in band 2 is obtained 
from Equation 4b, and is m2*/m = 6.2. 
It must be recognized that the assumption of standard 
band form is merely a convenient device; it is not known how 
good or how poor this approximation may be for metallic 
thorium. 
22 
IV. OTHER ELECTRONIC PROPERTIES OF THORIUM 
A. Hall Coefficient 
Wilson (13) has given the equation 
( 6 )  K =  
,e
' ri/m1* + n2 r2/m2*) 
for the Hall coefficient of a metal with two overlapping bands 
of standard form, where e is the electronic charge, and 
where and are the relaxation times of the electrons 
in band 1 and of the holes in band 2, respectively. Since 
the two relaxation times are not expected to be very different 
and since for thorium n^ and n^ are of the same order of 
magnitude, the factors which determine the relative contribu­
tions from each band in Equation 6 are the masses m^* and 
mg*. It is therefore seen, since (m2*/m^*)^ 6, that Equation 
6 is to good approximation replaced by 
(7) R = -
n^lel 
Measured values of the Hall coefficient of thorium at 
room temperature are listed in Table 3, along with the cor­
responding values of n^ as computed from Equation ?• The 
value n^ = 1.7 electrons/atom will be taken in the present 
investigation. 
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Table 3* Hall coefficient of thorium 
g ± 
(cur/coulomb) (electrons/atom) 
R n^ Reference 
-8.8 Clef5) 2.2 
-12 (10~5) 1.6 
-11.2 (10"?) 1.7 
Ames Lab (14), 1952 
Bodine (15), 1956 
"The Metal Thorium" (2), 1958 
B. Resistance at High Temperature 
The variation of the electrical resistance with tempera­
ture at high temperatures for a metal whose band structure 
is similar to the structure proposed for thorium has been 
investigated by Mott (16). He assumed that the resistance 
is determined mainly by scattering of electrons from band 1 
to band 2. The probability of such processes is proportional 
to the density of states N2(E) within an energy range kT of 
the Fermi energy. If N2(E) is taken to be proportional to 
(E2o - E)^", a formula is obtained of the type 
where R is the electrical resistance and T2q is the degeneracy 
temperature of the holes in band 2 (<x and G have been de­
fined in Chapter III). 
Differentiation of Equation 8 with respect to T gives, 
to order T, 
(8 )  const 
24 
+ (o< G)2 T 
If this equation is applied to the resistance as a function 
of temperature curve of thorium in the range 900° to 1000°C, 
a value of 6600°K is obtained for T^^. This gives the quite 
reasonable value 0.57 ev for (E2o - E Q^) = kT2Q. 
The Seebeck coefficient (thermoelectric power) of a 
metal is given by the equation (see for example Mott and 
Jones (17), p. 310) 
where y is the electrical resistivity. Mott (18) has con­
sidered this equation for the case of the transition metals, 
whose band structures are similar to that proposed for 
thorium. He assumed that for these metals the resistivity 
is proportional to the density of states Ng(E), as in Section 
B above, and that Ng(E) = const. (E^ - E)&. For this case, 
Equation 9 becomes 
C. Seebeck Coefficient 
(10) 
A graph of the thermal emf of a thorium-platinum thermo-
25 
couple as a function of temperature Is given in "The Metal 
Thorium" (2). From these data, together with values for the 
Seebeck coefficient of platinum, a curve of the absolute 
Seebeck coefficient of thorium can be prepared. The Seebeck 
coefficient is thus found to be -4.5 /* volt/°K at room 
temperature, and is found to decrease steadily as the tem­
perature is increased. These values for the Seebeck coef­
ficient of thorium are accurately verified by the results 
of measurements which are currently being carried out at this 
laboratory (19). 
The slope of the curve of S versus T, dS/dT, is found 
— ? P 
to be -1.8 (10" ) y« volt/*K at room temperature, and to 
vary only slowly with temperature up to about 300°C. If the 
variation with temperature of E^. is neglected in Equation 
10, this value of dS/dT gives 0.68 ev for (E^ - EfQ). 
D. Paramagnetic Susceptibility 
The paramagnetic susceptibility of the "conduction" 
electrons is given by (see for example Wilson (13)) 
(id x • N(Efo) [i + § - (14f)2 ]EJ ' 
p 
to order (kT) , where X is in units of emu/gm if is the 
number of atoms per gram of metal, and M is the Bohr mag­
neton. According to this equation, the temperature dependence 
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of X is very similar to the temperature dependence of C^/T. 
Furthermore, it must be remembered that the temperature range 
of validity of Equation 11 is essentially the same as that 
of Equation 2. 
Now Cg/T is constant over the range 155° to about 600°K. 
It is therefore concluded that X should be constant over this 
range; this conclusion is confirmed in part by the measure­
ments of Smith and Greiner (20), who find that % = 0.410 
(10-6) emu/gm from 130° to 300°K for Ames thorium. 
If X is calculated from the first term of Equation 11, 
X = *2 Na [Nl(Ef0) • N2(Ef0)] , 
where N^ + N^ is taken to be 3*4 states/atom ev, a value of 
0.47 (10-6) emu/gm is obtained. According to Wilson (13), 
the diamagnetism of the conduction electrons gives rise to 
P *P 
a multiplicative factor of (l - m /3m ) in the expression 
for X• The contribution to this factor from each band is 
taken into account in the form 
l\ N1 m2 ml 1. 
L H1 + N2 3V2 " N1 + N2 3m2*2 J ' 
with the parameters of Chapter III, Section C, this factor 
has the value (1 - 0.06) and the computed susceptibility 
becomes 0.44 (10~^) emu/gm. 
Additional diamagnetic contributions are expected from 
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the atomic nuclei and the core electrons; these contributions 
are probably quite small. On the other hand, the exchange 
and correlation forces, mainly those between the holes in 
band 2, should increase the computed value of X . With the 
neglect of these effects, however, the agreement between 
calculated and observed susceptibilities is good. 
E. Remarks on Some Other Actinide Metals 
If the band structure of Figure 2 is applied to uranium, 
the extent to which band 3 is filled by the two additional 
electrons is indicated by the line marked E^ (U). It is 
quite gratifying to note that this distribution of electrons 
then resembles very closely the band structure which Friedel 
(21) has proposed for uranium. In uranium, however, he found 
that the Fermi energy should be about 0.3 ev above the center 
of band 2 instead of about 0.8 ev as found from the extrapo­
lated thorium band structure. 
Friedel used the value 20 (10~ ) cal/mole °K for the 
electronic specific heat coefficient V, while Smith and 
_)• o 
Wolcott (5) have reported a value of 26 (10~ ) cal/mole °K 
for uranium. The total density of states N(Efo) for uranium 
obtained from Figure 2 is 3*3 states/atom ev; this would give 
rise to a Y-value of 18 (10"* ) cal/mole °K . If band 3 and 
band 2 are moved closer together in uranium, as Friedel sug­
gests, this value should be increased somewhat. 
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In protactinium, which is between thorium and uranium 
in the periodic table, there should be five electrons dis­
tributed in the bands. For the thorium band structure of 
Figure 2, this gives a Fermi energy near the depression be­
tween bands 2 and 3» The density of states N(E o^(Pa) ) is 
2.6 states/atom ev. If this picture is correct, protactinium 
should have an electronic specific heat of 14 (10~l+) T 
cal/mole °K at low temperatures, and a considerable "excess" 
electronic specific heat at high temperatures. Protactinium 
should also be expected to have a slightly higher electrical 
conductivity than thorium. 
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V. SUMMARY 
The various determinations of the Debye temperature 9^ 
and of the linear coefficient of the electronic specific heat 
y are listed in Table 4. There is a large discrepancy be­
tween the low temperature value of Y and the value which gives 
the best fit above l55°K; no explanation is offered for this 
discrepancy. 
Table 4. Determinations of the Debye temperature 8^ and 
of the electronic specific heat coefficient Y 
for thorium 
®D 
(°K) 
r 
(cal/mole °K2) 
Temperature 
range over 
which 
determined 
Reference 
170 
155 
11.2 (10" 
16.4 (10" 
19 (10" 
19 (10" i 1° - 4°K 20° - 155°K] 155°- 300° K j 300°-1275°K Smith and Wolcott (5), 1955 ;Clusius and Franzosini (7), 1956 Present investigation 
A three band model for the density of available elec­
tronic states has been proposed for thorium. At low tempera­
tures, the electrons are actually distributed in only two of 
these bands. If these bands are assumed to be of standard 
form, one normal and one inverted, the parameters of the 
bands can be calculated. These parameters are listed in 
Table 5> along with the method by which each was determined. 
A small measured "excess" specific heat in thorium was 
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Table 5« Parameters of the bands in «-thorium 
Parameter Value Method of determination 
n^ 1.7 electrons/atom Hall coefficient 
mj*/m 1 assumption 
N, (Ef ) 0.5 states/atom ev") 
V Equations 4a and 5a 
Efo - Elo 5'1 ev J 
n2 1.3 holes/atom Equation 5b 
#2*/% 6.2 Equation 5a 
N2 (EfQ) 2.9 states/atom ev Electronic specific heat 
E2o - E^,o fo.68 ev Seebeck coefficient 
IP.57 ev Resistance at high temperature 
attributed to the presence of band 3» which was situated 
above band 2. Under this assumption, a density of states of 
2.2 per atom ev at an energy 0.68 ev above the Fermi energy 
was found. 
The paramagnetic susceptibility of thorium was calculated 
to be 0.44 (lO-6) emu/gm, in good agreement with the measured 
-6 
value of 0.410 (10" ) emu/gm. 
Nothing has been said regarding the correspondence of 
the bands in metallic thorium to particular energy levels in 
thorium atoms. Such a discussion, on the basis of the data 
considered in the present investigation, is quite speculative. 
If spin-orbit coupling is important (rather than spin-spin 
coupling), the possible levels in atomic thorium would in-
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elude 7states), 6d^,2(6 states), 6d^/2(4 states), 
5fyy2(8 states), and 5f 2^(6 states). Since band 2 contains 
2.3 electrons and 1.3 holes, or 3*6 states in all, this band 
might be correlated with the 6d^/2 atomic levels. Then, 
since band 1 is much broader than band 2, band 1 would be 
expected to arise from the 7s states rather than the remain­
ing 6d states. Band 3 could then be due to 6d or 5f states, 
or a combination of both. 
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VIII. APPENDIX I: GENERAL THEORY OF SPECIFIC HEATS OF METALS 
A. Free Energy of a Metallic Crystal 
1. The model 
The forces acting between atoms in solids are electro­
static in nature; they are determined essentially by the way 
in which the outer electrons of the composing atoms are 
distributed in space. It is thus possible, largely on an 
empirical basis, to divide crystals into four different 
groups corresponding to different types of electron distri­
butions : 
(a) Ionic crystals (e.g. NaCl) 
(b) Valence crystals (e.g. diamond) 
(c) van der Waals crystals (e.g. A, Kr) 
(d) Metals (e.g. Cu). 
Although many intermediate cases occur, the "good metals" 
can all be adequately described from the standpoint of the 
model which is discussed below. The mathematical analysis 
of the model is, however, very complex, and certain simplify­
ing assumptions are necessary before any progress can be 
made. 
In metallic crystals, the outer electrons have a high 
degree of mobility; this gives rise to a high degree of 
electrical and thermal conductivity, and also to the common 
"metallic luster". The cohesion of a metal is due to the 
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Coulomb attraction between the crystal lattice of positive 
ions and the "smeared out" negative charge of the conduction 
electrons. The proposed model, then is composed of a lattice 
of positive ions plus a "sea" of nearly free electrons. 
In the free atom state, the nucleus is surrounded by 
electrons which reside in certain states of discrete energy. 
When the atoms are brought together to form a solid, these 
energy levels split and there results a range of allowed 
energy levels, called a band, for each atomic energy level. 
Each band then has enough allowed energies so that one elec­
tron from each atom of the crystal can be placed in the band 
(neglecting spin degeneracy). 
The bands corresponding to the inner electrons of the 
atoms are very narrow and are always filled. These core 
electrons may be considered, together with the nuclei, to 
form the lattice ions. The dynamical treatment of a lattice 
shows that the normal modes of vibration are traveling 
harmonic waves, at least for the case of small oscillations 
of the ions (22). The traveling waves are called phonons, 
and can be adequately described by Boltzmann (classical) 
statistics. 
The energy bands corresponding to the outer electrons 
may be very wide and in fact may overlap one another. These 
outer electrons may be considered to be distributed in a 
"total band" which is composed of all the bands corresponding 
to these electrons. Since the electrons are Fermi particles, 
their distribution in the total band follows the Fermi 
statistics (13). 
For the present discussion, it is assumed that the inter­
action between the electrons and phonons is negligible (there 
must, of course, be some interaction in order to insure 
equilibrium between the two systems ; this equilibrium is 
necessary for the application of thermodynamic principles). 
Thus the free energy of the crystal F is composed of the 
lattice free energy F^ and the electronic free energy (outer 
electrons only) F£: 
2. Lattice free energy 
The zero of energy for the crystal is taken to be the 
energy of the state with the free atoms at infinite separa­
tion. Since a lattice of N particles has 3^ degrees of free­
dom, it is considered as a collection of 3# independent oscil­
lators. The allowed energies of an oscillator of frequency 
are (n + i) 1iowhere n is the quantum number or number 
of phonons, and has values n = 0, 1, 2, ... . The classical 
partition function for one oscillator is then 
(1.1) 
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The partition function for the assembly of 3N independent 
oscillators is then 
3N 
Z3N z Zi • 
Since the core electrons are being considered along with 
the atomic nuclei as part of the lattice, the contribution 
of these electrons to the lattice partition function must 
also be found. The question arises as to how to define the 
separation between the core electrons and the outer electrons ; 
the following discussion will lead to a natural distinction. 
Figure 4 shows a plausible band scheme for a metal; at 
absolute zero of temperature all states are filled up to the 
Fermi energy E q^, and those above are empty. The lower bands 
are very narrow and have energies which are very close to the 
energies of the corresponding electron levels in a free atom. 
The three lowest bands are well below the Fermi energy; so 
far below, in fact, that practically no electrons will be 
thermally excited from these bands into the available (empty) 
states above E^, even at temperatures up to the vaporization 
point of the metal. The partition function for these elec­
trons will thus be exactly one, the statistical Weight of 
their state. The core electrons can therefore be taken as 
those which contribute only the (multiplying) factor one to 
the crystal partition function. The rest of the electrons 
will be called outer electrons for the sake of definiteness. 
Figure 4. Plausible band scheme for a metal 
The three lower bands are always filled 
in the metal and thus give no contribution 
to the total partition function. The three 
upper bands are broadened since the outer 
electrons are more nearly free. The work 
function is denoted by W, the Fermi energy at 
absolute zero by and the energy differ­
ence between the Fermi energy and the center 
of band 2 by Ep. The total density of states 
is shown by the dashed line 
kl 
E 
0 
E. to BAND 3 
OUTER 
ELECTRON^ 
BAND 
BAND 2 
"INNER" 
ELECTRONS 
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The outer electrons will be discussed on Article 3 of this 
section. 
Another contribution to the lattice partition function 
arises from the nuclear spin states. In the absence of a 
magnetic field, these states are occupied randomly in a 
crystal, except at very low temperatures (less than 1°K). 
Thus if the orientational weight factor for the nuclear spin 
of a single nucleus is g, the lattice partition function must 
include the factor (gN). 
The potential energy of configuration for the lattice 
also introduces a factor, but this will be included with a 
similar factor for the conduction electrons in the calcula­
tions of Article 3 of this section. The lattice partition 
function is then 
(1.2) Z, . (g"> f . 
1=1 1 -
From the well known formula for the free energy 
F = -kT log Z, it follows that 
(1.3) Fl = -HkT log (g) + it*! + kr^i logd-e™*1"^) , 
where the sums on i are over all 3# normal modes of the lat­
tice. 
From the thermodynamic formula for the free energy 
(1.40 F = U - TS , 
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it is seen that the first term in Equation 1.3 is merely a 
contribution to the entropy S, and that it contributes nothing 
to the internal energy U. The second term is the zero point 
energy of the lattice vibrations. The last term represents 
contributions to both the internal energy and the entropy due 
to thermal excitation of the phonons. 
The are determined by a solution of the lattice 
vibration problem and are dependent on the inter-ionic force 
constants (for a given lattice symmetry), and these in turn 
are dependent only on the separation distances of the ions, 
or approximately on the volume. Thus the <j^ may be con­
sidered as functions of the volume only, g is, of course, 
strictly constant. 
3» Electronic free energy 
Since the electrons obey Fermi-Dirac statistics, the 
distribution function is given by 
(I-5) °s = e(Es - EfJ/KT + 1 ' 
where ng is the fraction of the available states of energy 
Eg which are occupied, and where the factor two is necessary 
on account of the two-fold spin degeneracy of each state. 
For an assembly of N1 electrons, the condition N* = ng 
must also be satisfied. 
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Now for any variation in the state of the assembly of 
electrons, 
(1.6) du = as + Ir dxr + dN' , 
where U is the internal energy of the assembly, S the entropy, 
and Xp is the generalized coordinate corresponding to a 
generalized force Xr> For xr, N1 constant, no work can be 
done and so the only process which can take place is an ex­
change of heat, say AQ; thus 
dU = Z-jê) dS = dQ . 
V dS/xr, N« 
But by the second law of thermodynamics, dQ = TdS for an 
"equilibrium" process, and comparison with the last equation 
then gives 
N- = 1 • 
Since this relation holds for any xp, N', Equation 1.6 can 
be rewritten 
(1.7) an = las + £r dXj, + dw . 
Now SU/ èxT is just the average value of dEg/dxr 
taken over the assembly and is also, in fact, just the nega­
tive of the generalized force component Furthermore 
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àïï/ àN1 is the so-called thermodynamic potential for an 
electron of the assembly, and is equal to Ef. Equation 1.7 
can finally be written 
(1.8) dU = TdS - Zr Xp dxp + Ef d N' . 
For the assembly of electrons under consideration, N' 
is certainly constant; in this case Equation 1.8 can be 
integrated by multiplying through by 1/T and inserting the 
relation jU/ à xr = - 2Zg ng ^Eg/ àxp as follows : 
i(dU + Xr dxr) = d(î)+ 2^ aT " T^ r (^ s 5s Es) dxr 
= d(f) + ^ 2 5s Es dI - f Zs 5sZr dxr 
= 
d(f) + J2 5s (Es - Ef> - 5s (dEs - dEf) 
+ j2^s5sSf 5s dBf 
= d(2) ,d[kls log (1 • e(Ef - EsVM)]„ „,d 
= dS if Nf = constant. 
This leads therefore to the result 
S  = k l s  l o g  ( 1  +  e ( E f  "  E s ) / k T )  +  ( U  -  N » E f ) / T  ,  
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and finally to the free energy for the assembly of electrons 
Fe = N»Ef - kT 2g log (1 + e(Ef ' Es)/kT) . 
The sum in the free energy is to be carried out over all 
the available electron states. According to the band theory, 
these states will be localized in the allowed energy bands, 
and since there are very many electrons in the crystal the 
energy levels are very close together. It is therefore usual 
to replace the sum over states by an integral over energy, 
with each element of the integrand weighted by the total 
density of states at the appropriate energy. Thus if the 
density of states n (E) includes the two spin states for each 
energy level, the free energy of the outer electrons may be 
written 
Fe = N'Ef - kT C n (E) log (l + e(Ef " E)/kT) dE . 
The limits of integration are taken to be zero and infinity 
for the sake of simplicity; it is here understood that n (E) 
applies only to the outer electrons and is zero below the 
total band corresponding to these electrons. 
There is still one more term which belongs in the free 
energy expression, namely the potential energy of configura­
tion $ . The electrostatic repulsion between the positive 
ions of a metallic crystal, and also the repulsion between 
the conduction electrons, gives rise to the resistance of the 
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crystal to compression. The electrostatic attraction between 
the lattice of positive ions and the sea of negative (outer) 
electrons, however, gives rise to the cohesion of the crystal. 
Therefore, the equilibrium volume of the crystal at absolute 
zero of temperature, where the only contribution to F^ is the 
zero point energy and where Fg is equal to (3/5)N'Ef, is 
largely determined by the minimum value of $ . For conveni­
ence, the configuration potential Î is treated simply as a 
part of the free energy of the outer electrons. Furthermore, 
$ is to good approximation dependent on the volume only, 
and will be considered so here. The final form of the free 
energy of the outer electrons is then 
(1.9) Fe = N'Ef - y°°n(E) log (1 + e(Ef~E)/kT) dE +$(V) , 
where $ (V)< 0. 
4. General relations 
The free energy of the metallic crystal has been derived 
in accordance with the prescribed model. It will now be 
convenient to list expressions for the general thermodynamic 
properties which will be needed later. All of these prop­
erties can be obtained directly from the free energy. 
The definition of the free energy, Equation 1.4, can be 
rewritten as 
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? = r -8 ' 
and from this form it is seen immediately that 
The general relation X = - j F/ ) x can be used to find 
the pressure P: 
(1.11) p = - . 
With the aid of Equations I.10 and I.11, the specific 
heat at constant volume Cy, the temperature coefficient of 
volume expansion * , and the isothermal compressibility % 
can be found according to their definitions as follows: 
(1.12) Cy = -|Y , 
(1.13) * = ^  -jY » an# 
(I.l4) K = - i -yjj . 
In practice it is common to replace (1/V) in Equations 1.13 
and 1.14 by (1/VQ), where VQ is the (constant) volume of the 
crystal at some standard conditions, usually room temperature 
and atmospheric pressure. 
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B. Lattice Specific Heat at Constant Volume 
1. The Debye theory 
From Equation I.3 for the lattice free energy F^, and 
with the aid of Equation I.10 for the internal energy of a 
system, the lattice energy is obtained as 
(1.15) UL = Zi *tio1 + £±-
a i/kl _ 1 
The evaluation of the sums in Equation 1.15 is in general 
very difficult, as it requires an enumeration of the fre­
quencies of the normal modes of vibration of the lattice. 
Blackman (23) has shown, however, that there is in general 
a maximum frequency <om for the lattice phonons. The calcula­
tion can then be carried further in the limit of high tem­
peratures. In this case the summand in Equation 1.15 can be 
expanded in a power series in S =tic>^/kT, giving 
eo 
.*71 = 1 "5 (-1)n Ï257T s 2n 
where the B„ are Bernoulli's numbers and where the series 
n 
converges for 1-^1 <2 "TT (see for example Fowler (10), p. 129). 
The term in S on the right hand side gives - when 
inserted into Equation 1.15 and thus cancels exactly the 
zero point energy. There remains 
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uL = 5.^  i + j| ("ET1) - ••• _ • 
Thus at high temperatures, the lattice specific heat at 
constant volume approaches ^ k = 3& per mole. 
In the limit of low temperature, the calculation can 
again be carried further, although in this case it is not 
legitimate to expand the summand in Equation 1.15 for 
kT since the lower limit for tv ^ is very small indeed. 
It is apparent, however, that the major contributions to the 
second sum in Equation 1.15 are those for which ti w^/kT is 
not too large, and for low temperatures this is true only 
for the lowest part of the frequency spectrum. This cor­
responds to the so-called acoustic limit or long wavelength 
limit. It can be shown for this case that each frequency 
u^ is proportional to the corresponding wave number q^, 
which is the inverse of the wavelength of the phonon (see 
for example Peierls (24a), ch. l). It can further be shown 
that the proportionality constant, which is actually the 
velocity of the traveling wave, depends only on the polariza-
tion of the wave and the direction of q^. Hence 
u 1 = cs i tj , 
where cg is a sound velocity and s =1,2,3 stands for each 
of the three possible polarizations, namely two transverse 
and one longitudinal wave. The summation over q^ may also 
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be replaced by an integration, noting that the density of 
permitted values in q space is V/(2 TT)3. With the insertion 
of this integral, becomes 
00 tic_q3dq 
L " -i^«i - 77^3 ^ // A ' 
e - 1 
where the integration over q is extended to infinity, since 
large values have a negligible contribution, and where dil 
is the element of solid angle. A new variable x = tcgq/kT 
is now introduced, and there results 
3 IJt}L Â " -
The integral over x is equal to 1tVi5« The summation over 
s and integration over angles can be carried out if the 
sound velocities are known; for convenience this is usually 
written 
where c is a kind of mean value for the sound velocity. The 
lattice energy is then, finally, 
"L = 2%i *»i * - 2 (kT)lt v 
10 ti3 c3 
Thus at low temperatures, the lattice specific heat at 
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constant volume is 
c, = 2  L = 3 
"
2
" (S) 
The T3 law for the lattice specific heat at low tempera­
tures is well confirmed by experiment. In the intermediate 
temperature range, however, the calculation of the lattice 
energy can be accurately carried out only after the lattice 
vibration spectrum has been determined. Although this is a 
very laborious task, it has been done for some simple lat­
tice types and with simplifying assumptions regarding the 
interatomic forces (for a review of this work see de Launay 
(22 )  ) .  
A very useful approximation to the vibration spectrum 
has been used by Debye, and this will be used in the present 
investigation. He assumed that the sound velocity c is 
constant for all wavelengths, and independent of direction 
or polarization. Furthermore, instead of integrating q over 
the basic cell of the reciprocal lattice as above, Debye 
extended the integration over a sphere in q space which is 
chosen in such a way that it gives the right number of degrees 
of freedom. Thus the radius of the sphere qQ is given by 
since there are 3N degrees of freedom for a solid containing 
N atoms. For this model, then, all q are equal to or less 
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than qQ, so the maximum frequency is qo = cqQ. The lattice 
energy can then be written 
nL = I.»*. + -2-, (4-n) f% Èsaldg 
1 1 1 <air)3 I eWki „ ! 
for all temperatures. A new variable x = ticq/kT is again 
introduced, and the upper limit of integration is xQ= ticq^/kT. 
The Debye characteristic temperature 9p is then defined by 
> 
and the Debye function D is defined by 
D(x°' 
With these insertions, and with the elimination of c in favor 
of qQ and then the elimination of qQ by means of Equation 
1.16, the lattice energy at constant volume becomes finally 
UL = + 3RT D ^jjrj per mole, 
and the specific heat at constant volume 
(1.17) CL = 3r£d^ - % D' ^ D^ per mole, 
where R is the gas constant. 
The function in brackets in Equation 1.17 has been 
tabulated in Fowler and Guggenheim (24%, p. 14-4.) In order 
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to find the high and low temperature forms of the Debye 
specific heat, the Debye function D(xQ) is conveniently ex­
panded for large and for small xQ as follows : 
D(x0) = + 0 (x)] ' *0 lar66; 
D(X0) = 1 - § x0 + IG x02 + 0 (x04), X0 small. 
These relations can be inserted into the expression for 
and then differentiated directly to give the specific heat 
per mole as follows : 
(1.18a) =L = 3R[(^J(^)3-o(^e-^],T«6b; 
(1.18b) CL ~ 3R ^ 1 - go fï"^ + 0 ^ ' 1 1 
It is thus seen that in the high temperature limit, 
becomes 3R and in the low temperature limit becomes propor­
tional to T3. From measurements of the specific heat at low 
temperatures, where the lattice contribution follows the T3 
law, the characteristic temperature 0^ can be determined. 
2. Anharmonic correction at high temperature 
In the small oscillation approximation, the normal modes 
for a crystalline lattice are harmonic vibrations. This ap­
proximation, which has been used above, is equivalent to as­
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suming that the forces between the atoms of the crystal obey 
Hooke's law exactly, regardless of the separation distance 
between the atoms or ions. This is, in fact, probably an 
excellent approximation to the actual state of affairs, 
especially if the force constants are allowed to vary with 
the volume. The force constants would be expected to become 
weaker as the crystal volume increases. Gruneisen (25) has 
thus found reasonably quantitative expressions for the thermal 
expansion of solid materials. 
Instead of assuming that the force constants vary with 
volume but the oscillations are still harmonic, as Gruneisen 
has done, it is perhaps more reasonable to treat the force 
constants as anharmonic without, however, going to the limit 
of small oscillations. Again this problem is very difficult 
in general, but a correction term to the specific heat at 
constant volume has been deduced for the limit of high 
temperatures. 
In order to examine this, a simple "single particle" 
model will be used; this model has been discussed in detail 
by Eastabrook (26). A classical treatment is given since 
only the high temperature limit is of interest. The energy 
of a single particle oscillating in a one-dimensional poten­
tial field V(x) is 
E 
= 25 + V(x) • 
The potential V(x) is taken to be approximately that of a 
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harmonic oscillator, with small additional anharmonic terms : 
V(x) = ax2 + bx3 + cx^ . 
The classical partition function is 
"2 = / dp / e""E/kT dx # 
= /dp J 
The integration over p can be carried out immediately, leav­
ing 
Z = (2irmkT)* yVv(x)/kT dx . 
Now the above integral can be expanded in powers of b 
and c; keeping the first-order term in c and the second order 
term in b there results 
z = (21tmkT)* y"Vax2/kI [ l - ^ 4  %] . 
The integral over the cubic term in x vanishes by symmetry, 
and the remaining integrations are elementary. The partition 
function Z is then obtained and the free energy F = -kT log 2 
becomes 
F, = - kT log 
With the aid of Equation 1.10, the mean thermal energy of the 
oscillator is found to be 
U1 = kT - ^ 2 (kT)2 + (kT)2 + 0 [(kT)3] . 
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The specific heat of this oscillator is then given by 
= à U^/ è T. For a mole of solid there are 3NQ such 
oscillators, where Nq is Avogadro's number, and so the 
specific heat becomes 
The ratios (b/a) and (c/b) are of the dimensions of a length, 
and for reasonable forces this is likely to be of the order 
of the interatomic distances. This leads to the conclusion 
magnitude; the terms which have been dropped in the above 
derivation are of the next order of magnitude smaller. Thus, 
for this simple model, the specific heat at constant volume 
is not constant at high temperatures, but has an additive 
term linear in the absolute temperature, which may be either 
positive or negative. Peierls (24a) has shown that a similar 
treatment for the general lattice leads to exactly the same 
results. 
The order of magnitude of the correction term in the 
specific heat at constant volume is much in question today. 
The author hopes to be able to investigate this point further, 
from the following two points of view: 
(a) Eastabrook (26) finds for the coefficient 
(1.19) 
p n P 
that the terms (b / a J )  and (c/a ) are of the same order of 
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an order of magnitude of (10~^) and positive. This seems 
quite large; for example at T = 1000°K the correction to the 
specific heat would then be 10 per cent or 0.3R, a consider­
able quantity indeed. Although quantitative comparison with 
experiment is quite difficult, on account of the uncertainty 
of the reduction of measured specific heats at constant 
pressure to specific heats at constant volume, the author is 
not at all convinced that such a large contribution really 
exists. From a careful study of the specific heat contribu­
tions, then, and with the aid of present day specific heat 
measurements up to and above 1500°K, further quantitative 
comparisons of theory and experiment for specific heats at 
high temperatures should be made. 
(b) The most fruitful method for analyzing the specific 
heat of a solid into lattice and electronic parts is to meas­
ure the specific heat (at constant pressure) at low tempera­
tures. Here the electronic contribution is expected to vary 
as T (see Section D of this appendix) and the lattice con­
tribution as T3. There has been some discussion recently, 
however, concerning corrections to these terms, arising from 
interaction of electrons with lattice, variation of "effective 
Debye temperature" with temperature (or explicitly with vol­
ume) , etc. Further investigation along this line is indi­
cated; indeed, even the anharmonic terms in the interatomic 
potentials, discussed above, ought to be considered from a 
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quantum point of view for low temperatures. 
C. Specific Heat due to Expansion of the Crystal 
1. The Gruneisen relation 
The purpose of the present article is to derive the well 
known Gruneisen relation, Equation 1.28 to follow. This will 
be done in the most general way possible, in accordance with 
the model of this appendix, but two assumptions will be 
necessary, namely: 
(a) In Equation 1.9 for Fg the configurational potential 
energy $ is denoted as having explicit dependence on the 
volume only; the remaining two terms of Fg are here assumed 
to depend only on the temperature. This assumption is not 
rigorously true, since (E^ - E) decreases as V increases 
while n(E) increases as V increases. The details of these 
variations are well worth more intensive study, with the 
object of improving the calculations of this article. 
(b) Gruneisen's assumption will be followed in its 
original form (25), which is 
(I
'
20) d log V1 = -G fOT a11 "1' 
and where G, the Gruneisen constant, is independent of tem­
perature. No rigorous proof of the validity of this assump­
tion has been given. The assumption is more often mis­
interpreted than not; for an excellent discussion of this 
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point and a summary of experimental checks on the validity 
of the results of Equation 1.20, the reader is referred to 
Bijl (11). 
The Gruneisen assumption seems reasonable enough; Equa­
tion 1.20 can be rewritten and integrated as follows : 
log £0i = -G log V + const. , 
(1.21) = (const. ) (V"~^) . 
Now since the depend on the volume only, and furthermore 
since the frequencies of the normal vibrations should be 
expected to decrease as the volume increases, then Equation 
1.21 is at least reasonable if G is positive. If and only 
if Equation 1.21 represents the correct volume dependence of 
the <0^, then G is independent of the temperature. 
With the assumption of reasonable force laws for the 
interactions of the lattice particles (viz. forces which are 
proportional to powers of the inverse separation distances 
between the particles), Gruneisen has shown that G should be 
about two for all crystals. In practice, G may be found from 
experimental data at room temperature, as will be shown below. 
The calculation may now be carried out in a straight­
forward manner. Combining Equations 1.3 and 1.9 according 
to Equation 1.1, the total free energy of a metallic crystal 
can be written 
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(1.22) F = -NkT log (g) + j+ kïZi log(l - e"tMi/kT) 
+ Fet(T) + $ (V) , 
where, in accordance with assumption (a) above, the free 
energy of the outer electrons has been divided into a tem­
perature dependent part and a volume dependent part. 
The next step is to calculate the specific heat at 
constant volume for the crystal; this can be done with the 
aid of Equations 1.22, 1.10, and 1.12 as follows : 
U = i + H .-T + tL (T) , 
1 \Wm . i E 
(tin ,/kT)2 e^ "i/kI 
(1.23) Cv = k2_, f + CF (T) , 1 
where Ug and Cg are the internal energy and the specific heat 
at constant volume, respectively, for the outer electrons. 
The equilibrium pressure can also be obtained from Equa­
tion I.22, with the aid of Equation I.11, and is 
ti(do ./dV) 
(I.2W p - - Zt* W-t/iV) - Z± - If . 
It is interesting to note that, although Gruneisen's assump­
tion has not yet been used, Equation 1.24 requires that 
(d Qj/dV) be in general negative (at least the sums involving 
these quantities must be negative). This follows from the 
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fact that P must of course be non-negative, and that, since 
Î, <. 0 but decreases as V increases, (d$ /dV) is positive. 
Equation 1.24 can now be differentiated at constant 
pressure or at constant temperature; these two processes 
give, after some rearranging, respectively 
% tiâc^/kT2) (e^w^/kT) (dw^/dV) 
(1.25) fe) - — (f"l/kI-i>2 
V h (Vu) (efe"i/kT) (dul/dV)2 I 1 (>1^ 77)2 
- 
fe^ 2
"
l/aT2) 
- I, it. (d20l/dv2)- â!i-î 
1 (eti"i/kl „ 1} 1 1 dV2 } 
/xp\ fv ^ ^/kT) (e^ "i/kT) (do,/dV)2 
(eWM -l) dV J 
Equation 1.25, with the help of Equation 1.13, gives the 
temperature coefficient of volume expansion « , and Equation 
1.26, with the help of Equation I.lU, gives the isothermal 
compressibility K . The two results thus obtained can be 
combined to give 
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V h (tiu./kT2) (etlui/M) (du./dV) 
(1.27) = - 2-, 1— 1 
K 
- l)2 
This relation is still quite general, since only assumption 
(a) has been made so far. Further study of this relation is 
warranted, with the hope of making progress toward simplify­
ing it without using special assumptions. 
If now Equation 1.20 is written in the form 
d 
"1 _ . ±1 
av ~ ~ v 
and inserted into Equation 1.27, there results 
_ 0^ 2" (tiM1/kT)2 (ehwj/KT) 
T = V 1 (eW« - I)2 
Comparison with Equation 1.23 gives at once the relation 
(1.28) ~ |(Cv - CE) . 
The term (Cy - Cg) is, of course, just the specific heat at 
constant volume for the lattice alone. Equation I.28 is 
often written incorrectly with VQ in place of V, or t(0 in 
place of K, or both; the present result is, however, iden­
tical with Gruneisen1s equation 39 (see Gruneisen (25) ), 
except for the method of derivation and the inclusion of the 
electronic specific heat. The author knows of no published 
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derivation of the Gruneisen equation which has the generality 
of the above treatment. 
Equation 1.28 is very useful, since it is presumed to 
be applicable at all temperatures. Thus the compressibility 
K, which is in general quite difficult to measure as a func­
tion of temperature, can be obtained if the other quantities 
in Equation I.28 are known. The determination of the Grun­
eisen constant G is generally possible by applying Equation 
1.28 at room temperature, where the measured compressibility 
is available. 
2. The thermodynamic relation 
With the aid of thermodynamics, the expression for the 
contribution to the specific heat arising from the thermal 
expansion of a solid can be derived with complete generality. 
The combined first and second laws of thermodynamics is 
(1.29) dQ = dU + PdV = TdS . 
Now first consider U as a function of T and V; then 
(1.30) dQ = dT + (4?)t dV + PdV = TdS • 
Further, taking S also as a function.of T and V, it follows 
that 
(1.31) dS = di + (4|)t av . 
Comparing Equations I.30 and I.31 it is seen that 
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Qs\ - I On\ 
VT/v T \W v 
j2S 1 2^U . , 
JVAT - T '  
(i% =l[P + (iv)J ' 
4TAT = ?[ ("jf)v +  jl i V ] " ^2 [P + ($)T] " 
But U2S/jT dV) = ( ^2S/dV jT), and so 
(I
-
32) p + ("if)], =1 (ST)v • 
Substituting Equation 1.32 into Equation I.30, and dividing 
through by dT, gives 
§ = 6fr)v + T(if)v It • 
Now writing Cp and Cy according to their definitions, and 
using the last equation, it follows that 
CP - CV - (fi)p - (ir)v = T("3f)v Bl)p • 
But ( è P/^ T)y = - (^V/^T)p ( ^ P/ ^ V)j, and so the differ­
ence in specific heats becomes 
(1.33) Cp - Cy = - T (-7f)T -
Substitution into Equation 1.33 of the definitions of the 
coefficient of thermal expansion and the isothermal compress­
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ibility, Equations 1.13 and 1.14 respectively, leads to the 
well known thermodynamic relation 
(1.34) Cp - Cy = -5^ . 
The notation CD, standing for specific heat due to "dila­
tion" of the crystal, will be used for the above derived 
(Cp - Cy). The Gruneisen relation of the previous article 
can now be used to transform Equation I.34 to the more 
practically usable form 
(1.35) CD = otGT (Cy - CE) , 
where it must be remembered that the quantity (Cy - Cg) 
represents the specific heat at constant volume of the lattice 
alone, as given by the Debye theory in Section B above. 
D. Specific Heat of the Outer Electrons 
1. Ordinary "free electron" contribution 
Starting with the free energy of the outer electrons, it 
is a straightforward procedure to obtain the expression for 
the ordinary electronic specific heat. A certain type of 
integral will be required repeatedly, however, and this will 
be discussed first, following the method of Wilson (13). 
Consider the integral 
(1.36) I = - ^Y(E) dE = jf f(E) dE , 
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where *^(0) = 0 and f (E) is the Fermi distribution function 
(1.37) f(E) = e(E _ Ef)/kT + 1 * 
In Equation 1.36, the second integral is obtained from the 
first by an integration by parts. 
Now usually for metals, even up to their melting tempera­
tures, the condition Ef »kT is fulfilled. For this case, 
a new variable x = (E - E^J/kT is introduced, and V is ex­
panded in ascending powers of x: 
•¥(=>- f(x) = Z £ . 
n=0 \âx / x=0 
Equation I.36 then becomes, for the first equality, 
I = / ^ ïldx £- 4/ti) _ 
a n- (dxn yx=0 (ex + 1)(1 + e"x) /-Bf/kl 
The lower limit (-Ef/kT) is large in absolute value, and 
the integral is small for x of large absolute value, so for 
any reasonable ^  the lower limit can be replaced by -co 
with negligible error. The series can then be evaluated by 
term-by-term integration, giving 
I - y f^ ï) 
- h (âx2n Jx=o ' 
where for n> 0 
-00 
2n _-x r 
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= 2 Z (-l)r+1 r / x2n e"rx dx 
r=l 
• » s • 
and for n = 0 
-00 
Thus 
(1.38) - / Y(E) dE = Y (Er) + 2 Z- C2n(kT)2n/d£^j 
where 
The coefficients can be expressed in terms of the Bernoul 
li numbers Bn or the Riemann zeta functions -5 (2n) as fol­
lows : 
(22n~1 - l)TT2n B 1 2 
Co. = TÔ7TT = (1 - 2 ) * (2n) . 
'2n " C2nTT 
The first few coefficients have the values 
C _ jr£ n _ Z2LÏ c -
2 12 » Lk ~ 720 » °6 ' 301ÏÏÔ > • • • • 
It now remains to calculate the specific heat of the 
outer electrons. From the electronic free energy, Equation 
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I.9j and the general expression for the internal energy, 
Equation I.10, the energy of the outer electrons is obtained 
as 
tL = N'E- + f (E - Ef) dE 
^ f I ' z0 
Now the integral gives a contribution which just cancels the 
N'Ef, since 
.to 
(1.39) N' = / nCg?Ef)/kT + 1 ' 
/0 e 
where it will be remembered that N' is the total number of 
outer electrons. Therefore the electronic energy is simply 
(1.40) TJg - £ *(E-Ef)/kTE+ x * 
Now Ug can be put in the form of the second integral 
in Equation 1.36 if n(E)E is set equal to ( j Y/^ E). Thus 
*E 
Y(E) = / n(E')E'dE' . 
• /  r0 
Equation I.38 can now be used to write for Ug the expansion 
(1.41) UE = J f n(E)EdE + 2C2(kT)2^ -^ [n(E)s]j ^  
+ 2C4(kT)lf|^- [n(E)E]j • t • • 
Ef 
But each term on the right hand side of Equation I.4l can 
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also be expanded in a Taylor series about Efo (E 0^= E^ at 
T = 0); keeping only terms to order ( j2n (E)/d E2), this 
gives : 
/Ef J0 = VBo + (Ef " Efo' Efo n (Efo> 
+ * (Ef - + Efo f^)^] ' 
/Ef 
where UEo = / n(E)EdE is just the energy of the outer 
JO 
electrons at absolute zero; 
[~k 0M?Ef= n(Efo) + <Ef - Efo' (y) 
• * • V (^ 1 
fo 
* «, - i ' 
1 fo 
In order to eliminate (E^ - EfQ) from the above equa­
tions, one more relation is needed. This can be obtained 
by applying the same treatment to Equation 1.39, with the 
following results : 
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/.CO fEfO 
(1.42) N« = / n(E)f(E)dE = / n(E)dE , 
Jo 
since at T = 0, the Fermi distribution function f(E) has the 
values 
f(E) = 1, E<Efo ; 
f (E) =0, E >Efo . 
Applying Equations I.36 and I.38 to Equation 1.42, with now 
= n(E), there results 
(*),/ N' = I fn(E)dE + 2C2(kT)2 f 1 + 2Clt(kBT^ 'u\aj\ +... 
f 
Again a Taylor expansion of each term is made; the resulting 
equation can be put into the form 
- (Ef - Ef0) n(Ef0) = 2C2(kT)2 
+ <Ef " Efo> 
( in(E)\ 
I ) 
( J2n(E)\ [ jB2 J 
Efo 
EfoJ 
Efo 
+ i (E, - E,J2 
Efo 
f fo' 
At this point, it is reasonable to drop all the terms 
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on the right hand side after the first one, since they cor­
respond to a higher order of approximation than the terms 
which were kept in the expansion of Equation I.4l for the 
energy. Thus (E^, - E q^) becomes simply 
<IA3) Ef - Ef0 = -2C2(M)2 -^i] . 
X 
Insertion of Equation 1.43 into the expansion for the elec­
tronic energy, and simplifying, gives finally 
(I.W %=%,„ + 2C2(kî)2 n(Ef0) 
• ««•>* { S (S"1) • =/[ 5* y] }• 
Efo Ef0 
Partial differentiation of Ug with respect to T gives 
the specific heat of the electrons at constant volume. In­
serting the numerical values for and gives the specific 
heat per mole of crystal as 
(I.W CE= 4 k(kl) n(Ef0){l + - 5(1 j , 
where it must be remembered that n(E) represents the number 
of energy states per unit energy range per mole of crystal, 
including a factor of two for spin. This equation was given 
by Stoner (12) in 1936. 
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For low temperatures, then, the electronic contribution 
to the specific heat at constant volume is proportional to 
the temperature: 
IT2 ? 
Cg = VqT, yq - ~j- k n(E^g) , T small. 
Measurements of the low temperature specific heat of a metal 
give the coefficient yQ, and hence the density of electronic 
states at the Fermi level. This represents a first step in 
the "experimental" construction of the band scheme for a 
metal. 
2. "Electron promotion" contribution 
It must be emphasized that the equation, 1.45, derived 
above is completely general, and that there can be no other 
contribution to the specific heat from the outer electrons 
for the model considered here. Equation 1.45 is, however, 
based on an expansion of the electronic energy in powers of 
p 
(kT) , and is therefore valid only when this expansion con­
verges rapidly enough to justify keeping only two terms. 
Thus if the second factor in the expansion is known to be 
not small compared with the first, say from the experimental 
results, Equation 1.45 is definitely not applicable. This 
case may well occur in a metal with a band structure similar 
to that shown in Figure 4. Indeed, such a case will always 
be found if the curve of the density of states cannot be 
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represented, within a few (kT) of the Fermi energy, by a 
rapidly convergent Taylor expansion about the Fermi energy. 
For such cases, the departure of the electronic specific heat 
from the form of Equation 1.45 can be used to advantage to 
obtain a qualitative picture of the density of states curve. 
Such an investigation has recently been carried out for 
uranium by Friedel (21). Since the band shape will rarely 
be known to a high degree of accuracy, a qualitative discus­
sion is all that can be expected. Therefore, the simple 
model of Friedel will be followed below. 
The energy of a perfectly free electron is given by 
and the momentum by 
where m is the mass of the electron. Thus the surfaces of 
constant energy in ïc space are spheres. But the number of 
energy states (per mole) lying in the range E to E + dE is 
where V is the (molar) volume and the factor two takes care 
of the spin degeneracy. For perfectly free electrons, then, 
n(E) dE = d k 
n(E)dE = 
(2 77-)3 
2V 47rk2dk = Vk;20dk 
TT 
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With Equation 1.46 this becomes 
(1.47) n(E) = 4 7f V ^ j E^ , free electrons. 
Now the effect of the crystal binding can be taken into 
account in Equation 1.46 by replacing the mass m by an ef­
fective mass m*. Furthermore, it is still a fairly good 
representation to use spherical energy surfaces, except when 
the surfaces are near the boundaries of the Brillouin zones. 
Therefore, Equation I.47 is usually a good approximation for 
a single band if the effective mass is used in place of the 
ordinary electron mass. It is therefore seen that a large 
density of states is associated with a large effective mass. 
Consider again the band shape of Figure 4. The outer 
electrons reside in three overlapping bands. The electrons 
at the Fermi level in band 1 have a much smaller effective 
mass than those in band 3? and therefore give rise almost 
exclusively to the electrical conduction. The electrical 
conductivity is decreased by the presence of band 3, more­
over, because electrons can be scattered out of band 1 into 
the nearby vacant states of band 3* 
It remains to discuss the effects of band 2. Electrons 
can be excited thermally from band 2 into the vacant states 
above the Fermi level; this "promotion" will be especially 
pronounced if band 2 lies only of the order of kT or less 
below the Fermi level. As Friedel (21) points out, this 
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excitation of electrons into new energy states will affect 
the crystal binding. A change in the effective Debye tempera­
ture will then result, giving rise to a change "in the 
electrical conductivity since the electrons are scattered by 
lattice waves. The important point for the present discus­
sion, however, is that the excitation of electrons out of 
band 2 will give a contribution to the specific heat of the 
outer electrons. This contribution is not given correctly 
by Equation 1.45 if kT~ Ep, where Ep is the difference in 
energy between the Fermi level and the "center" of band 2 
(see Figure 4). 
Assume, then, that band 2 is very narrow, and contains 
n electrons per atom of solid, or (nN) electrons in all. The 
number of these electrons which are excited into states above 
the Fermi energy will be given by the Boltzmann tail of the 
Fermi distribution, 
(nN) e"EP/kT . 
The total energy of excitation is then 
Ep (nN) e"EP/kI . 
The specific heat due to this excitation is 
E 2 (ijR ) 
(1.48) Cv = — s— e-Ep/kT r moie 0f crystal. 
(kT) 
If the experimentally observed "excess electronic specific 
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heat" fits an expression of the form of Equation 1.48, and 
approximate fit is all that can be expected, then the 
parameters n and Ep can be found. 
The above treatment is similar to that given by Friedel 
in his discussion of uranium. In a case such as this, how­
ever, it is more conventional to speak of holes in the nearly 
full band 2. The number of holes which are thermally intro­
duced into band 2 is also given by (nN) e-Ep/KT ^ an(^  the 
"excess" thermal energy and specific heat remain unchanged. 
Furthermore, exactly the same result is obtained if the 
center of band 2 is Ep above the Fermi energy. In this case, 
band 2 is empty at absolute zero, and at higher temperatures 
electrons are thermally excited from bands 1 and 3 into the 
available states in band 2. 
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IX. APPENDIX II: EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES 
A. General Technique 
1. Apparatus 
A dynamic pulse-heating method has been developed for 
measuring the specific heats of metal wires with an error of 
less than 2 per cent from room temperature to 1000°C. Since 
the method has been described in detail elsewhere (l), only 
a brief outline will be given here. 
The sample wire was connected into the "unknown" posi­
tion of a Kelvin bridge and enclosed in a vacuum furnace. 
This bridge, which formed the heart of the measuring ap­
paratus, was a specially calibrated Leeds and Northrup type 
1+306. A diagram of the bridge and pulsing battery circuit 
is shown in Figure 5» Since the bridge would accommodate 
unknown resistances only as large as 0.1 ohm, the length and 
diameter of the sample were chosen such that its resistance 
would be slightly less than 0.1 ohm at 1000°C. 
The sample holder was constructed to support two copper 
blocks in the hot zone of.the vacuum furnace. These blocks 
served as sample mounting electrodes; their temperature was 
the same as that of the furnace walls. The sample was 
mounted by either soldering, spot welding, or clamping the 
two ends of the wire to the two electrodes. A calibrated 
platinum to platinum - 13 per cent rhodium thermocouple was 
Figure 5» Kelvin bridge and pulsing battery circuit 
E represents the pulsing battery, which is made up of three 6 
volt lead storage batteries in parallel. K3 and K4 are mercury relays 
which can be operated in such a way as to close the battery circuit 
for a time interval of 30 milliseconds or longer. This is done by 
closing K4 and then opening K3. 
The double lines represent heavy copper leads. The total series 
lead resistance in the bridge and battery circuit outside of the 
vacuum system is designated by L. The resistance of the sample holder 
current leads is designated by L1, and R is the resistance of the 
sample wire. A and B represent the ratio arms of the Kelvin bridge, 
and S represents the standard resistance. C is the unused portion of 
a plug box and D is the unused portion of a slide wire. 
The input resistance of the oscilloscope amplifier is represented 
by G. When the resistance (R + L1) is to be determined by balancing 
the bridge, G is replaced by a null indicator 
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crimped into a hole in one of the electrodes and was used for 
measuring the sample temperature. Current leads were con­
nected to the electrodes and brought out of the vacuum system. 
A block diagram of the specific heat apparatus is shown 
in Figure 6. The following description of the data-collecting 
procedure serves to show the function of each piece of ap­
paratus. 
After a sample was mounted, it was annealed at the 
highest temperature for which measurements were to be made 
(usually 1000°C) for one hour or more. Measurements were 
then made while the furnace was cooled to room temperature 
at a rate of about 40°C per hour, and check points were then 
taken on a re-heating cycle. The pressure did not rise above 
1 x 10"5 mm of mercury throughout the experiment. 
The resistance and temperature of the sample were 
determined at about five degree intervals. In order to do 
this, the emf of the sample thermocouple was first measured 
by balancing the potentiometer. The time when the potenti­
ometer balance was reached, measured to the nearest 0.01 
minute, was recorded along with the emf of the thermocouple. 
Next, the resistance of the sample plus sample holder leads, 
R + L1, was measured by balancing the Kelvin bridge. The 
time when the bridge balance was reached was recorded also. 
Finally, the emf of the sample thermocouple was again meas­
ured and recorded, along with the time when the potenti-
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Figure 6. Block diagram of specific heat apparatus 
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ometer balance was reached. The entire set of measurements 
usually took about 0.50 minute; during this time the furnace 
temperature changed only about 0.3 degree. A linear timewise 
interpolation then gave the temperature at the time when the 
Kelvin bridge was balanced. 
At intervals of approximately 50 degrees, the sample was 
pulsed in order to collect specific heat data over a tempera­
ture range of about 100 degrees. Before each pulse, the emf 
of the pulsing battery and the emf of the calibrating battery 
were measured with the potentiometer. The frequency of the 
time markers was also measured and recorded just before each 
pulse. The Kelvin bridge was then brought to balance, the 
camera shutter opened, and the pulsing cycle initiated. 
During a pulse (about 30 milliseconds), a large current 
flowed through the sample wire. As the sample heated, its 
resistance increased and the resulting unbalance voltage of 
the bridge was displayed on the oscilloscope. Time markers 
were supplied throughout the pulse in the form of negative 
pulses to the cathode of the cathode ray tube; these pulses 
intensified the beam. After each pulse, the oscillograph 
was calibrated with about 20 lines of equally spaced voltage, 
covering the central 2.5 inches of the cathode ray tube face. 
The camera was so constructed that the oscilloscope traces 
could be viewed throughout the exposure. The film was 
developed immediately after each exposure. 
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After the entire run was finished, the sample holder 
was removed from the system and the sample wire was observed 
under a microscope and cut off at each electrode. The sample 
was then weighed with a micro-balance and the length of the 
wire was measured with a traveling microscope. The wire area 
was calculated with the aid of the density of the sample 
material and was also obtained from a micrometer measurement 
of the wire diameter; these two values usually agreed to 
within 0.5 per cent. For each sample holder, the resistance 
L' was measured up to 1000°C furnace temperature with the 
sample holder in position and the sample electrodes shorted 
together. 
2. Calculations 
The numerical calculation of the specific heat from the 
raw data was very long and tedious. Therefore, the computa­
tions were done with an I.B.M. 650 computer, with the aid of 
a program prepared in the Bell Lab interpretive system (27). 
At each measurement of the temperature and resistance, 
the directly measured resistance was (R + L'). The sample 
resistance R was then determined at each temperature with the 
help of the measured L1 versus temperature data. Each meas­
urement of the emf of the sample thermocouple was then cor­
rected by means of the difference curve for the thermocouple. 
A graph of the sample resistance as a function of temperature 
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was prepared for use in the specific heat determination. A 
resistance versus temperature table was prepared for the 
computer by reading values from this graph at about 10 
degree temperature intervals. 
A complete measurement for one sample generally yielded 
about 20 specific heat films. For each film, the positions 
of the calibration lines and the dots of the pulse were 
measured with a Gaertner traveling microscope. A voltage E1 
was then assigned to each dot by means of a linear interpola­
tion between the calibration lines on either side of it. The 
E1 values and the corresponding dot numbers were also 
tabulated for the computer input. 
The first step in the machine computation was then to 
calculate the resistance of the sample R and the current 
through it I for each dot of each pulse from the following 
unbalanced Kelvin bridge equations : 
/ n i i  B  x  r ,  AESG + (C+D+S+L) I G(A+B) + 2AB J E' 
Ul.lJ ~ BEG - [ G(A+B) + 2ABJE1 
E 
I = (H+L») + (C+D+S+L) » 
where E = pulsing battery voltage, 
G = oscilloscope amplifier input resistance, 
S = standard resistance, and 
L, L1 are lead resistances, with L' a known function 
of the furnace temperature. 
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These equations were derived from the circuit of Figure 
5; in the derivation it was necessary to neglect S (which was 
<0.1 ohm) compared to G + 2B (which was > 200,000 ohms), and 
also to neglect C and D (which were < 0.1 ohm) compared to 
A + B (which was 1100 ohms). 
The next step in the computation was to find the sample 
temperature 6 at each dot and also the rate of change of the 
sample temperature with time (d6/dt) at each dot. In order 
to do this, a table look-up and linear interpolation in the 
sample resistance versus temperature table was performed, 
thus finding the sample temperature 6 which corresponded to 
its resistance R. This gave a table of 9 versus dot number 
n for each pulse. The slope (d@/dn) was then obtained for 
each dot by a difference method. This was multiplied by the 
measured frequency of the dots to give (d@/dt) in (°C/sec). 
Next the power delivered to the sample and the rate of 
heat losses from it were calculated. The power input was 
p 
simply I R/J (cal/sec), where J was Joule's constant. The 
time rate at which heat was lost from the sample was calcu­
lated from theoretical expressions which will not be con­
sidered here; these heat losses arose from conduction through 
the ends of the wire and radiation from the surface of the 
wire. For a discussion of these calculations, and for more 
details on the other calculations outlined above, see a thesis 
by Wallace (28). 
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The final step in the machine computation was to obtain 
the specific heat from the following equation: 
(ii
-3> cp = Ed57dt7 R6 " at (loss)] cal/gm °c , 
where m was the mass of the sample wire in grams and (dQ/dt) 
(loss) was the total rate at which heat was lost from the 
sample. The information punched out by the computer included 
Cp, 9, (d9/dt), (I2R/J), and (dQ/dt) (loss) due to conduction 
and to radiation separately. 
The experimental values of the specific heat, numbering 
250 or more for one run, were plotted as a function of tem­
perature and a smooth curve was fitted to the points graphical­
ly. 
B. Particular Procedures for Thorium 
1. Sample preparation 
Crystal bar thorium has been prepared by Dale McMasters 
of Metallurgy Group II, Ames Laboratory. With the van Arkel -
de Boer method (2), thorium metal of high purity was prepared 
in lots of several hundred grams. By using a feed material 
low in metallic impurities and making use of the iodide 
process to remove the nonmetallics, a very high-purity 
product was obtained. 
In this process a starting filament of iodide thorium 
wire, 0.64 mm in diameter and about 115 mm in length, was 
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supported between two electrodes in a pyrex deposition ves­
sel. The feed material and some iodine were also placed in 
the vessel. After the system was evacuated, the vessel was 
warmed and the iodine vaporized. The feed material was con­
verted to thorium tetraiodide; this was then thermally de­
composed at the (electrically) heated filament, leaving a 
deposit of thorium. Deposition was terminated when the 
diameter of the filament reached about 4 to 5 mm. 
The crystal bar thus obtained was arc melted in vacuum, 
producing a "button" about 1.5 inches in diameter and 0.25 
inch thick. The button was then cut into strips and the 
strips were coated with copper and swaged into rods. The 
copper was then etched away with nitric acid and the thorium 
rods were further swaged to the proper diameter for new 
starting filaments. 
For the specific heat determination, only a short piece 
of fine wire was needed. A piece of thorium starting filament 
about six inches long therefore provided all the material 
needed for several specific heat samples and some spectro­
graph^ analysis specimens. The wire was produced by drawing 
through carefully cleaned diamond dies. Before each drawing, 
the wire was coated with a lubricant consisting of 100 cm^ 
of thinned Duco lacquer, 30 gm of molybdenum disulfide, and 
10 gm each of lead and zinc oxides (see the "Reactor Hand­
book" (29), p. 317). Wires of diameters 0.0142, 0.0112, and 
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0.010 inch were produced for use as specific heat samples. 
It is interesting to note that a thorium button could be 
swaged into wires and these wires further reduced by drawing 
to a diameter of 0.010 inch without intermediate annealing. 
The wires were finally cleaned by dipping for a few 
seconds into a hot solution of one part water, three parts 
nitric acid, and a little sodium fluosilicate. They were 
then rinsed well with water and dried by dipping into alcohol 
and then acetone. The thorium wires thus produced appeared 
smooth and uniform under microscopic examination, and had 
a metallic luster which seemed to last indefinitely (at least 
two years) when stored in air. 
Many batches of the crystal bar thorium were produced, 
and chemical and spectrographic analyses of most of these 
were made. A list of impurities is given in Table 1 (see 
Chapter 2, Section B above). Spectrographic analysis of the 
fine wires showed no increase in metallic impurities during 
melting, swaging, and drawing of the thorium. 
2. Sample mounting 
Each material for which specific heat measurements were 
made presented unique difficulties with regard to mounting 
the wires in the specific heat sample holder. The sample 
electrodes were made of copper and thus provided excellent 
heat sinks for the sample. It was necessary to connect each 
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end of the sample wire to an electrode in such a way that 
good thermal and electrical contact was maintained as the 
furnace was heated and cooled. Furthermore, it was desired 
to have a minimum of distortion of the sample wire at the 
points of contact, since it was expected that a thin spot 
in the wire would heat excessively and perhaps even melt 
during a pulse. 
When thorium was mounted in direct contact with the 
copper of the electrodes, considerable alloying of the two 
materials occurred at temperatures of about 700°C and above, 
and in fact at about 930°C the copper-thorium eutectic was 
formed with the resulting complete destruction of the wire. 
It was therefore necessary to separate the thorium from the 
copper with strips of another metal for a diffusion barrier. 
Two methods were used for mounting the thorium samples, 
the first of which is illustrated in Figure 7« The electrode 
was a bar of solid copper with a swaged-on coat of nickel, 
and with diameter 0.25 inch and length 3*5 inches. The nickel 
coating prevented evaporation of the copper at the high tem­
peratures and low pressures of the experiment. A slit of 
thickness 0.020 inch was cut along the axis of the electrode 
for a length of about 1.5 inch. Two strips of platinum were 
cut from a sheet of thickness 0.010 inch and were shaped to 
fit into the slit in the electrode. The two strips were 
pressed together in a vice with a piece of steel wire between 
Figure 
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Sectional view of a sample mounting electrode 
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them, thus producing a groove which was of slightly smaller 
diameter than the sample wire. The strips were then placed 
into the slit in the electrode, one end of the sample wire 
was inserted into the groove, and the slit was clamped shut 
with a stainless steel bolt which passed through the elec­
trode. A pressure contact was thus made at each end of the 
sample wire; the bolts were left in place throughout the run 
and the clamped contact remained tight. 
After heating at about 1000°C for several hours, there 
was no evidence of alloying of the thorium with the platinum; 
in fact, the thorium wire was easily removed from the groove 
after the pressure was released. 
The second method which was used for mounting a thorium 
wire was merely a slight alteration of the first procedure. 
Since it was well known that thorium and tantalum do not 
interdiffuse at high temperatures, it was decided to mount 
the last of the four thorium wires in tantalum. Strips of 
0.001 inch thick tantalum were placed between the two platinum 
inserts and pressed into the grooves. They were then spot 
welded to the platinum for good contact. The sample wire was 
placed in the mounting groove and the inserts were spot 
welded together and to the sample. The inserts were again 
bolted into the electrodes at each end of the sample for good 
contact to the electrodes. 
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C. Raw Data 
1. Experimental data 
Some representative data from the measurements on thorium 
#4 are collected in this section. 
Thorium #4 was mounted in specific heat sample holder 
#8D. The resistance of the current leads in this sample 
holder, L', was measured as a function of the furnace tem­
perature. A graph of this resistance was used to obtain the 
sample resistances R from measured (R + L') values; this 
graph is shown in Figure 8. 
Specific heat thermocouple #2C (platinum to platinum-
13 per cent rhodium) was calibrated at the National Bureau 
of Standards (test no. G-2378?a). From the calibration data, 
a curve of the difference between the standard table emf and 
the thermocouple emf was prepared and used to correct the 
measured emf of the sample thermocouple. This graph is shown 
in Figure 9« 
Table 6 lists the values of the resistance of thorium 
#4 at 10°C intervals ; this table was part of the computer 
input. An example of the calculations involved in one spe­
cific heat pulse is given in Table 7« The entire set of 
specific heat values with corresponding temperatures for 
thorium #4 are listed in Table 8. 
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Table 6. Resistance as a function of temperature table 
for thorium #4 
Temperature 
cc) 
Resistance 
(ohms) 
Temperature 
(°c) 
Resistance 
(ohms) 
0 0.1196* 340 .2750 
10 .1242* 350 .2793 
20 .1288* 360 .2837 
25 .1312 370 .2880 
30 .1334 380 .2923 
40 .1381 390 .2966 
50 .1428 400 .3008 
60 .1473 410 .3050 
70 .1520 420 .3092 
80 .1566 430 .3134 
90 .1612 440 .3176 
100 .1659 450 .3218 
110 .1705 460 .3260 
120 .1751 470 .3301 
130 .1797 480 .3342 
140 .1844 490 .3382 
150 .1892 500 .3^23 
160 .1938 510 .3t+63 
170 .1984 520 .3503 
180 .2030 530 .3543 
190 .2077 540 .3582 
200 .2123 550 .3622 
210 .2169 560 .3660 
220 .2214 570 .3698 
230 .2260 580 .3736 
240 .2306 590 .3772 
250 .2351 600 .3809 
260 .2397 610 .3846 
270 .2441 620 .3882 
280 .2486 630 • 3919 
290 .2531 640 .3955 
300 .2575 650 .3991 
310 .2619 660 .4026 
320 .2662 670 .4061 
330 .2705 680 .4094 
aValues obtained by extrapolating from 25°C down. 
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Table 6. (Continued) 
Temperature 
(°C) 
Resistance 
(ohms) 
Temperature 
(°C) 
Resistance 
(ohms) 
690 .4129 890 .4776 
700 .4162 900 .4807 
710 .4198 910 .4836 
720 .4230 920 .4866 
730 .4264 930 .4894 
740 .4299 940 .4923 
750 .4332 950 .4950 
760 .4366 960 .4979 
770 .4398 970 .5007 
780 .4431 980 .5034 
790 .4463 990 .5061% 
800 .4497 1000 .5089% 
810 .4527 1010 . 5H7g 
820 .4569 1020 .5143g 
830 .4590 1030 .5170 
840 .4621 1040 .5197Ï 
850 .4653 1050 •52?lb 
860 .4683 1060 .5248° 
870 .4714 1070 .5274^  
880 .4744 1080 .5300b 
1090 • %24% 
1100 .5350° 
•L 
Values obtained by extrapolating from 990°C up. 
2. Theoretical calculations 
The lattice specific heat at constant volume (C^) was 
computed with the aid of the tabulated Debye specific heat 
function. The Debye temperature (6p) was taken to be 155° K 
and values of C^/gR were looked up for certain values of 
6D/T. These are given in Table 9* The CL values were then 
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Table 7» Specific heat calculations for pulse 6, thorium #4 
(a) Sample constants 
m = 74.493 (10"3) 
J = 7*1802 cm 
r = 0.01778 cm 
(b) Pulse constants 
A = 1000 ohms 
B = 100 ohms 
E = 6.1574 volts 
5 = 0.04336 ohms 
0O= 715.2*0 
T = 701.3 /sec 
6 = 0.378 
k = 0.167 
P = 23 
gm (mass of sample) 
(length of sample) 
(radius of sample) 
(Kelvin bridge ratio arm) 
(Kelvin bridge ratio arm) 
(pulsing battery voltage) 
(Kelvin bridge standard) 
(furnace temperature) 
(frequency of time markers) 
(emissivity of thorium at 0Q) 
(diffusivity of thorium at 9Q) 
(number of dots in pulse) 
Dot E' I2R 6 ae 
number J dt 
(mv) (cal/sec) (°C) (°C/sec) 
1* 0.8821 12.2571 718.6 
2a 3.0180 12.2250 725.0 
5-3762 12.1895 732.2 
4 7.2010 12.1619 737.9 
4470.4 5 9-3041 12.1300 744.5 
6 11.4220 12.0978 751.2 4401.6 
7 13.4405 12.0669 757.7 4277.9 
8 15.2127 12.0398 763.4 4301.4 
9 17.1005 12.0108 769.6 4269.1 
10 18.8167 11.9843 775-3 4163.9 
a. Complete computation was not made for this dot since 
the slope taking process eliminated dots at each end of each 
pulse. 
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Table 7« (Continued) 
Dot E' 1% 9 d6 
number J dt 
(mv) (cal/sec) (°C) (°C/sec) 
11 
12 
a 
15 
20.5625 
20.3429 
24.1929 
25.8192 
27.5836 
11.9574 
11.9298 
11.9010 
11.8757 
11.8481 
781.0 
787.0 
793.2 
798.7 
804.7 
4119.2 
4053.1 
4036.4 
4018.5 
4074.4 
16 
17 
18 
19a 
20 
29.0457 
30.7332 
32.2572 
34.0435 
35.4192 
11.8252 
11.7987 
11.7747 
11.7465 
11.7247 
809.7 
815.6 
821.1 
827.5 
832.6 
3997.4 
3937.0 
3896.9 
3783.3 
21a 22* 
23* 
36.8895 
38.2235 
39.4633 
11.7014 
11.6802 
11.6604 
838.1 
843.1 
847.8 
Dot 
number 
; 
it (rad) 
(cal/sec) 
^ (cond) 
(cal/sec) 
(total) 
(cal/sec) 
cp 
(cal/sm °C 
y 
5 -.0481 -.2338 11.8480 3.536 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
-.0597 
-.0712 
-.0816 
-.0929 
-.1034 
-.2443 
-.2538 
-.2625 
-.2705 
-.2779 
11.7937 
11.7419 
11.6957 
11.6474 
11.6030 
3.571 
3.655 
3.617 
3.627 
3.701 
11 
12 
S 
15 
-.1143 
-.1257 
-.1379 
-.1488 
-.1609 
-.2849 
-.2915 
-.2977 
-.3036 
-.3092 
11.5581 
11.5126 
11.4654 
11.4233 
11.3780 
3.724 
3.766 
3.763 
3.763 
3.694 
16 
17 
18 
19a 
20* 
-.1712 
-.1837 
-.1952 
-.2090 
-.31^ 5 
-.3196 
-.3245 
-.3292 
11.3395 
11.2954 
11.2550 
11.2083 
3.750 
3-789 
3.812 
100 
Table 7« (Continued) 
number H (rad) ft (con4) # °p 
(cal/sec) (cal/sec) (cal/sec) (cal/gm °C) 
21a 22* 
23* 
Table 8. Specific heat data points for thorium #4 
Temperature 
(°C) 
Specific 
heat 
(cal/gm °C) 
Temperature 
(°C) 
Specific 
heat 
(cal/gm °C) 
35.0 
39.8 
44.7 
49-9 
54.3 
2.976 xl0~2 
2.976 
2.984 
2.960 
2.988 
158.6 
163.0 
167.7 
169.7 
172.6 
3.130x10" 
3.128 
3.130 
3.124 
3.144 
59.2 
64.1 
68.8 
78.6 
83.2 
2.985 " 
2.998 
3.020 
3.046 
3.051 
177.1 
179.0 
181.3 
185.9 
187.6 
3-144 
3.123 
3.163 
3.148 
3.129 
88.1 
92.7 
97.4 
101.9 
106.8 
3.060 
3.051 
3.072 
3.071 
3.077 
189.3 
195.0 
197.0 
199.4 
204.4 
3.175 
3.161 
3.172 
3.237 
3.211 
110.9 
116.1 
121.2 
125.6 
130.7 
3.O60 
3.O86 
3.081 
3.101 
3.092 
206.0 
215.3 
223.1 
224.6 
232.5 
3.191 
3.208 
3.111 
3.161 
3.124 
135.0 
139.9 
144.5 
149.4 
153.9 
3.084 
3-084 
3.111 
3.085 
3.158 
241.0 
250.1 
259.4 
268.8 
275.9 
3.136 
3.190 
BE 
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Table 8. (Continued) 
Temperature 
(°C) 
Specific 
heat 
(cal/gm °C) 
Temperature 
(°C) 
Specific 
heat 
(cal/gm °C) 
277.6 
285.3 
285.9 
294.2 
295.1 
302.8 
304.3 
311.5 
312.9 
320.3 
321.3 
321.5 
326.5 
329.0 
329.8 
330.2 
335.4 
337.3 
337.6 
338.1 
344.0 
345.9 
346.0 
346.5 
351.7 
354.4 
354.7 
360.8 
363.1 
363.5 
369.8 
371.7 
371.7 
378.9 
380.6 
3.138x10 
3.178 
3.156 
3.207 
3.171 
3.207 
3.230 
3.198 
3.241 
3.235 
3.233 
3.214 
3.224 
3.231 
3.222 
3.239 
3.201 
3.223 
3.265 
3.295 
3.247 
3-232 
3.284 
3.329 
3.292 
3.240 
3.270 
3.226 
3.263 
3.276 
3.269 
3.292 
3.317 
3.270 
3.268 
-2  
388.3 
389.0 
395.1 
397.2 
402.6 
402.9 
403.9 
409.0 
410.0 
413.0 
418.6 
420.1 
427.9 
429.4 
435.2 
437.7 
442.4 
451.1 
458.0 
459.8 
465.8 
467.0 
473.1 
474.1 
481.8 
483.0 
489.7 
491.5 
497.7 
498.4 
504.6 
505.1 
512.2 
513.2 
520.7 
3.297*10 
3.289 
3.234 
3.301 
3.266 
3.304 
3.292 
3.304 
3.345 
3.324 
3.275 
3.297 
3.272 
3.372 
3.352 
3.298 
3.357 
3.322 
3.351 
3.354 
3.380 
3.358 
3.398 
3.369 
3.409 
3.384 
3.355 
3.381 
3.339 
3.326 
3.326 
3.336 
3'% 
3.466 
3.434 
-2 
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Table 8. (Continued) 
Temperature Specific Temperature Specific 
heat heat 
(°C) (cal/gm °C) (°C) (cal/gm °C) 
525.7 3.376x10-2 668.0 3.^ 99 xlO-
528.5 3.424 668.8 3.404 
533.8 3.403 674.9 3.588 
535.7 3.355 675.3 3.455 
540.8 3.362 681.6 3.535 
541.4 3.367 688.2 3.525 
548.5 3.398 693.4 3.478 
549.7 3.488 695.7 3.529 
556.0 3.366 699.5 3.478 
557.5 3.487 701.7 3.517 
563.1 3.438 706.3 3.521 
565.3 3.489 707.8 3.522 
571.0 3.425 712.6 3.510 
577.7 3.383 714.0 3.566 
578.4 3.433 719.0 3.545 
584.9 3.383 720.7 3.642 
585.7 3.444 707.8 3.522 
592.3 3.429 712.6 3.510 
592.4 3.389 714.0 3.566 
599.1 3.459 719.0 3.545 
599.6 3.373 720.7 3.642 
606.3 3.494 725.2 3.507 
606.4 3.431 731.8 3.512 
613.3 3.549 738.7 3.507 
614.0 3.406 744.5 3.536 
620.4 3-499 744.7 3.553 
620.9 3.504 751.1 3.549 
627.4 3.570 751.2 3-571 
628.4 3.489 757.5 3.594 
634.7 3.456 757.7 3.655 
642.0 3.512 763.4 3.617 
647.5 3.504 763.6 3.701 
654.7 3.513 769.1 3.687 
661.7 3.530 769.6 3.627 
661.7 3.455 775.1 3.730 
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Table 8. (Continued) 
Temperature 
(°C) 
Specific 
heat 
(cal/gm °C) 
Temperature 
(°C) 
Specific 
heat 
(cal/gm °C) 
775.3 
780.9 
781.0 
787.0 
793.2 
798.7 
804.7 
809.7 
810.3 
815.6 
816.4 
821.1 
822.2 
827.6 
833.4 
838.7 
844.3 
849.7 
855.6 
861.3 
866.4 
867.9 
871.6 
873.0 
878.2 
883.4 
889.3 
894.7 
900.2 
905.5 
911.0 
916.5 
920.9 
925.5 
932.8 
3.701x10 
3.797 
3.724 
3.766 
3-763 
a 
3.750 
3.706 
3.789 
3.757 
3.812 
3.768 
3.789 
3.769 
3.782 
3.830 
3.821 
3.822 
3.807 
3.848 
3.784 
3.917 
3.835 
3.862 
3.825 
3.845 
3.795 
3.894 
3.918 
4.048 
3.855 
-2 
938.2 
943.8 
948.9 
953.6 
958.6 
963.2 
967.9 
972.4 
977.3 
977.4 
982.3 
982.4 
986.9 
987.6 
991.9 
993.0 
996.3 
997.1 
998.2 
1001.3 
1002.9 
IOO6.3 
1008.2 
1011.2 
1013.2 
1015.7 
1017.9 
1020.1 
1021.9 
1024.7 
1026.5 
1028.9 
1030.7 
IO33.O 
1034.8 
3.870x10 
3.964 
3.989 
4.018 
4.041 
4.077 
4.129 
4.089 
4.045 
3.912 
4.047 
3.932 
4.079 
3.908 
4.120 
3.903 
3.956 
4.198 
3.889 
4.009 
I .882 .065 
4.008 
4.193 
4.124 
4.250 
4.226 
4.274 
4.237 
4.278 
4.280 
4.263 
4.260 
4.287 
4.319 
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Table 8. (Continued) 
Temperature 
heat 
Specific 
(cal/gm °C) 
Temperature 
(°C) 
Specific 
heat 
(cal/gm °C) 
1037.7 
1039.4 
1042.5 
1047.4 
4.250 
4.226 
4.188 
4.268xlO"2 1051.6 
1056.1 
1061.9 
4.220x10 
4.289 
4.474 
plotted as a function of temperature and fitted graphically 
with a smooth curve. 
Values of the temperature coefficient of volume expan­
sion * for thorium were obtained from "The Metal Thorium" 
(2) and from Erfling (3); these were plotted as a function 
of temperature and a smooth curve was fitted to the points. 
The data from "The Metal Thorium" were representative of Ames 
thorium and were therefore more heavily weighted. This 
graph is shown in Figure 10. The contribution to the specific 
heat due to thermal expansion of the crystal (Cp) was then 
calculated from the Gruneisen equation C^ = <* GC^T, where the 
Gruneisen constant G was found to be 1.39 from measured 
quantities. The electronic specific heat (Cg) was taken to 
be equal to 19 (10_1+) cal/mole deg. The computed values of 
these quantities are listed in Table 10 as functions of the 
temperature. 
The excess electronic specific heat (AC^) in the tem­
perature range above 900°K was taken to be of the form 
V 
I f )  
z 
CL 
-4-++ " THE METAL THORIUM " ( 1958) 
H ANNS—DIETER ERFLING ( 1942)_ UJ 
IIOO 1200 1300 1000 300 700 800 900 100 200 500 600 .0  400 
TEMPERATURE CK ) 
Figure 10. Temperature coefficient of expansion for thorium 
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Table 9* Tabulation of Debye specific heat 
g^zr t cl 
(°k) (cal/mole °k) 
20 7.8 .058 
15 10.3 .137 
10 15.5 .452 
7 22.1 1.138 
5 31.0 2.197 
4 38.8 2.998 
3 51.7 3.950 
2 77.5 4.919 
1.4 110.7 5.4l4 
1.0 155.0 5.672 
.8 193.8 5.768 
.6 258.3 5.853 
.4 387-5 5.912 
.2 775.0 5.948 
.1 1550.0 5.957 
ACE = nN°pP e"EP/kT cal/mole °K , 
kT2 
where n and Ep were parameters to be determined and Nq was 
Avogadro's number. This equation was rewritten as 
log[?o a ce] ~ - 2.303 kT ' 
Values of ACg, that is the difference between the 
measured specific heat and the calculated + Cg, were 
obtained at 50° K temperature intervals from 950° to 1275°K. 
These were plotted on a log scale as a function of 1/T and 
were found to lie on a straight line. These data are given 
in Table 11. 
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Table 10. Tabulation of specific heat contributions' 
T CL (X CD CL4GD CE CL+CD+C (°K)  (/°K) 
155 5.672 28.83x1 O"6.035 5.707 .295 6.002 
200 5.785 30.15 .049 5.834 .380 6.214 
273 5.863 31.38 .070 5.933 .519 6.452 
298 5.879 31.65 .0 77 5.956 . 566 6.522 350 5.901 32.10 .092 5.993 .665 6.658 
400 5.915 32.49 .107 6.022 .760 6.782 
500 5.931 33.36 .137 6.068 .950 7.018 600 5.940 34.29 .170 6.110 1.140 7.250 
700 5.945 35.28 .204 6.149 1.330 7.479 800 5.948 36.45 .241 6.189 1.520 7.709 
900 5.951 37.56 .280 6.231 1.710 7.941 1000 5.952 38.79 .321 6.273 1.900 8.173 1100 5.954 40.05 .365 6.319 2.090 8.409 1200 5.955 41.76 .415 6.370 2.280 8.650 1300 5.955 43.89 .472 6.427 2.470 8.897 
E 
a All specific heat values are in units of (cal/mole °K), 
Table 11. Tabulation of ACg data for curve fitting' 
-
CL+CD+CE AC 'E kT' 
n. 
AC 
'E 
1 
T 
(°K) (ev ) (/°K) 
950 8.06 8.20 0.14 0.47(10-3) 1.053(10™3) 
1000 8.17 8.36 0.19 0.71 1.000 
1050 8.29 8.54 0.25 1.03 0.952 
1100 8.40 8.72 O.32 1.45 0.909 
1150 8.52 8.92 0.40 1.98 0.870 
1200 8.65 9.15 0.50 2.69 0.833 
1250 8.77 9.39 0.62 3.62 0.800 
1275 8.84 9.53 0.69 4.20 0.784 
aAll specific heat values are in units of (cal/mole °K) 
/ 
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The slope of the straight line on log paper was found 
to be 3«43 (103) °K; this gave a value of 0.680 ev for Ep. 
The intercept of the straight line at (l/T) = 0 was found 
to be -0.724; this gave a value of 0.409 for n. 
It was assumed that the number n represented the number 
of electrons or holes per atom which contributed the excess 
electronic specific heat. These electrons or holes were 
considered to be distributed within an energy range of kT 
of a certain level E . This level was situated 0.680 ev 
away from the Fermi energy; that is I EQ - EF| = EP = 0.680 ev. 
Under this assumption the density of states per atom ev at 
EQ, N(E0), was given by n = 2kT N(E^). For T = 1100°K, the 
midpoint of the temperature range 950° to 12S?0°K over which 
the straight line was fitted, this formula gave N(E ) = 2.16 
states/atom ev. 
